DECLARATION OF MAJOR FORM

(Only for students advised in ASC/US or in EOP)

Please complete this form and submit it to your ASC/US Advisor or EOP Counselor. You will receive official notification of your new status shortly after your records have been moved to your new major.

NAME____________________________________STUDENT#_________________________

Last First

LOCAL ADDRESS PHONE NUMBER

___________________________________ ___________________________________

___________________________________  TODAY’S DATE____________________

E-MAIL ADDRESS ____________________________________________________________

The following majors can not be declared without department approval:

Actuarial Science, Art (departmental program), Biochemistry & Molecular Biology, Business Administration and Accounting, Communication (Rhetoric), Criminal Justice, English (writing sequence), Information Science, Math, Music (departmental program), Psychology, and Social Welfare.

DEGREE PROGRAM:    {   } Bachelor of Arts    {    } Bachelor of Science

* CONCENTRATION (see below)

MAJOR ________________________________

MINOR ________________________________

2ND MAJOR ________________________________

2ND MINOR ________________________________

* Majors with concentrations include (see Bulletin for options): Asian Studies, Chemistry (B.S)), Greek & Roman Civilization, History, Music Departmental, Philosophy (thru 1997-98 Bulletin), Physics, Religious Studies, Russian, Russian & East European Studies, Spanish.

* Note: Students cannot major in more than one of the majors from the East Asian Studies Department.

*Minors with concentrations (see Bulletin for options): International Perspectives

(For ASC/US use only): Advisor is________________________
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